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ABSTRACT

Smart Environments (SmE) are a growing combination of various computing frameworks (ubiquitous, pervasive etc),
devices, control algorithms and a complex web of interactions. It is at the core of user facilitation in a number of industrial,
domestic and public areas. Based on their application areas, SmE may be critical in terms of correctness, reliability, safety,
security etc. To achieve error-free and requirement-compliant implementation, these systems are designed resortingto
various modeling approaches including Ontology and Statecharts. This paper attempts to consider correctness, reliability,
safety and security in the design process of SmE and its related components by proposing a design time modeling and
formal verification methodology. The proposed methodologycovers various design features related to modeling and formal
verification SmE (focusing on users, devices, environment,control algorithms and their interaction) against the set of the
requirements through model checking. A realistic case study of a Bank Door Security Booth System (BDSB) is tested.
The results show the successful verification of the properties related to the safety, security and desired reliable behavior of
BDSB.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Smart Environments (SmE) are gradually being introduced
and employed in almost every nook and corner of our daily
lives, such as homes, hospitals, offices, industries, airports,
railways, transportation mediums and many public places.
They promise to deliver intelligent services by considering
the presence and actions of users [1, 2]. For specific
services, users can interact with the system in any manner
and at any time. The users can belong to different
demographic groups, possess different behaviors and can
interact with the system as they please [3]. It is opportune
for SmE to react to users’ behavior for delivering the
services intelligently. In addition to users, behavior of
the services is also dependent upon their application
domain. For example, energy management is fundamental
in industries; easy environment management is important
in smart homes; assisted living is needed by the elderly
in hospitals. Moreover, the safety and security services are
essential requirements for many SmE, and depend upon

the context (interchangeably mentioned as ‘environment’)
and domains of the application [4, 5, 6]. For example,
the safety service in the case of fire is to switch on the
security alarms, unlock and open the emergency exit doors,
turn on the emergency and path-pointing lights directing
people towards the emergency exit, make recorded calls
to nearby fire and rescue offices and other key officials of
respective environment; whereas the security requirement
for accessing the bank is achieved by crossing two
automatically locked doors, in which, one door will not be
opened until the other door is closed.

These services can be achieved by controlling the
functionalities of the associated devices, which is
performed through gateways at which all the devices
are attached, by using some wired or wireless medium,
and the computational elements (also known as Control
Algorithms –which are responsible for the achievement
of specific constraints of safety, security, availability and
reliable behavior) that are installed on such gateways
[7, 8, 9].
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Due of the intricate communication between the
SmE components (users, devices, computational elements,
environment) along with the implementation of various
constraints, the behavior of SmE becomes complex [4, 5].
As each of these components are self independent, with
their own working capacities and internal behaviors [10],
their independent and interactive nature introduce complex
details in the system, and as a result, the likelihood
of design errors (or failures) may increase [11]. For
sensitive systems like fire control units, theft or traffic
control systems, nursing care houses and others, where
the failure can break security measures and may cause
criticality, design time verification is recommended by
various authors [11, 12, 13].

A number of approaches can be adopted for the design
time verification with their own strengths and weaknesses
[14, 15]. Ideally, a technique is required which may ensure
the exhaustive verification of various requirements. Since
complexity and ambiguity are usually the common features
of such systems, formal verification processes help to
root them out, and, in result, a reliable secure system
can be designed, which has all the desired features and
consistency among its integrated components with the
environment [14]. As, formal methods promise holistic
design time verification based on the following strengths:
1) they are strongly based on mathematical evidence and
increase the understandability of the modeled system;
2) they are used for reliably modeling a system at design
time; 3) they can model the concerning requirements in the
form of properties by using logic based on mathematics;
4) they can formally verify the modeled system against
the requirements (reliable behaviour, along with other
requirements of the system); 5) they can trace back the
errors and can help in fixing them at early design stages.

In this paper, an extended formal methodology
from our previous work [16], for the modeling and
verification of SmE, is proposed. The current proposal
encapsulates the existing technique with a detailed and
structured methodology, which is this paper’s novelty.
The proposal incorporates the users’ and environment
modeling in the current extension, with a detailed and
multi-dimensional verification, which are added features
to previous technique (capable of performing device and
their control verification). Built upon the core features,
the current methodology constructs the overall SmE where
the users and environment are also considered, modeled
and verified. The modeling of each component of SmE is
performed from requirement gathering to the entire system
verification, along with the security and safety constraints
at design time.

The methodology uses DogOnt (a semantic web
solution for the formal modeling of SmE through
Ontologies) [17], SCXML (a textual Statechart [18]
formalism for the behavioral modeling of SmE related
components) [19], UCTL (Temporal Logic formalism for
specifying the requirements in the form of properties) [20]
and UMC (a model checker designed for the verification

of interacting State-machines) [21] as tools. The Bank
Door Security Booth System (BDSB) case study [16]
is accordingly extended with users and environment
configuration and has been successfully verified. The
results demonstrate the feasibility of the methodology by
which the security-critical SmE systems can be verified at
design time.

In the remaining paper, the related work is presented
in Section 2; the state of the art and the tools used
for implementing the methodology are summarized in
Section3.1; an architectural overview by considering the
operational flow in SmE is presented in section3.2; the
proposed methodology is presented in Section4; the
technique designed for implementing the methodology is
described in Section5; the description of the Bank Door
Security Booth System (BDSB) is given in Section6; the
requirements formalism in the form of properties with their
verification results are given in Section7; discussion about
the results is given in section8 and finally, the concluding
remarks and future works are given in Section9.

2. RELATED WORK

The extended literature review did not find considerable
amount of work in the area of formal modeling and
verification of the users, devices, context (which is related
to the environment configurations) and control algorithms
of SmE altogether. Different researchers are concentrating
on different areas for the formal modeling and verification
of SmE and its related components. These dimensions
can be classified as: device modeling, devices interaction
and their control modeling, users’ behavior modeling,
users and their interaction modeling with the devices,
and context modeling, jointly known as ’SmE Modeling
Dimensions’. A precise description of these dimensions
is presented below. TableI presents the literature and the
dimensions followed within.

Table I. Modeling Dimensions covered by the Techniques

Papers SmE Modeling Dimensions
[5] Context, Devices Interaction and Control

[10] Device

[11] User, Context, User and Devices Interaction

[13] Devices Interaction and Control

[16] Devices Interaction and Control

[21] User, User and Devices Interaction

[22] Context, Devices Interaction and Control

[23] User, Context, User and Devices Interaction

[24] User, User and Devices Interaction

[25] Devices Interaction and Control

In the device modeling category, the modeling and
verification of the individual devices is performed
according to their specified (reliable, safe, secure) behavior
[10]. Whereas, in devices interaction and their control
modeling category, the modeling and the availability
of interaction services and functionalities are verified
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along with ensuring the specified constraints of the
systems, which are controlled through some sophisticated
algorithms. The device interaction and their control
modeling are carried out in the following literature [5, 13,
16, 22, 25].

In users’ behavior modeling category, the user model
is confirmed to fulfill all the desired activities and the
associated actions in the specified manner by following
the environment imposed constraints. As each user has a
different behavior (demographic age groups), therefore, in
this category, it is also ascertained that the users model
can incorporate all these behaviors and can achieve the
desired activities by performing the required actions in a
secure way. The formal modeling and verification of users
is performed in the following literature [11, 21, 23, 24].

In users and their interaction modeling with the devices
category, the interaction of the users with the devices is
confirmed by verifying that the system is able to consider
the users actions and whether or not the system can
perform all the desired operations in a secure manner as
a result. The work presented in the following literature
[11, 21, 23, 24] cover this category.

In context modeling category, the concerning element
is environment which changes its configurations when any
change occurs in the system. Here the availability of the
associated services is verified, along with the satisfaction
of security and safety constrains, when the system changes
its configuration at some particular state. The works of
[5, 11, 22, 23] cover this category.

The proposed methodology tries to consider and
incorporate these dimensions for the modeling and
verification of SmE.

3. BACKGROUND

In the following sub-section3.1, the tools required
for the implementation of the technique are concisely
explained, and in sub-section3.2, the architecture of SmE
is explained by focusing on the operation flow between
each component.

3.1. State of the art and Adopted Tools

The interface (black-box) modeling can be performed
with the use of Object Oriented paradigm, Semantic
Web technologies or by other means. Ontology is a
semantic web artifact for providing a mechanism to store
the concepts and their corresponding relationships with
the related characteristics to others concepts. Ontological
solutions are recommended by various authors [26,
27, 28, 29, 30] for the modeling of SmE. Similarly,
behavioral (white-box) modeling can be performed with
the use of Statecharts [18], Petri-nets [31], Communicating
Sequential Processes (CSP) [32] or other ways.

DogOnt [17] is an Ontology that provides formal
modeling and suitable reasoning facilities to smart
environments through semantic web technologies. The

main focus is on the interface (also referred as black-
box) modeling of the devices, where the states (at which a
device can be at any time), functionalities (the capabilities
of the device), commands (triggering the functionalities)
and notifications (acknowledgment after the completion of
the task) of the connected devices are modeled.

The behavior (also referred as white-box) modeling of
systems, in which the activities are performed with the
exchange of messages from one state to another, and in
the systems where there are more than one destination
states from the source-state depending upon the conditions,
can be represented through Statecharts [18, 21, 33, 34].
The proposed methodology adopts Statecharts for the
modeling of complex behavior of SmE and its related
components. The modeling of devices behavior, in the
form of Statecharts, is performed with the help of DogOnt.
Every device modeled in DogOnt have a corresponding
behavioral model as a Statechart. The input/output
(interface) of the Statechart model are consistent with the
information available in DogOnt, while the internal states
and transitions can be described according to the actual
device behavior [10]. This behavior modeling is performed
by adopting the W3C standard SCXML language [19].
The other components of SmE, such as users’ behavior,
environment and control algorithms are also modeled in
the Statecharts format and can be used for the verification
through simulation, emulation and model checking.

For the verification of the systems modeled in the
form of Statecharts, various model checking tools like
[35, 36, 37, 38] are designed. UMC [21] is one of these
model checking tools. It is an “on-the-fly” model checker
exhaustively verifies the requirements, either concerningto
ACTL (Action Based Branching Time Logic) [39] or CTL
(State Based Branching time logic) [40], whereas, various
other model checkers can support only one type of logic
(state or action based). “State Space Explosion” is a major
problem for the verification of complex systems, which
UMC overcomes by not generating the global model of the
system [21] but by exploiting a linear complexity model
checking algorithm for the exhaustive verification of the
system. An on-line version of UMC model checker is also
available∗.

Temporal Logics [40, 39, 41, 42] are widely used
in formal verification for formalizing and specifying the
requirements of complex systems. The truth value of these
specified requirements depend upon time: whether the
specific requirement will be true at any path (Exists) or
on all the paths (All). In addition to Exists and All, there
are other temporal quantifiers like Global, Next, Future,
Until, Implies, etc, which help in verifying the complex
requirements on different branches (of Statecharts) from
some specific state at a certain time.

UCTL [20] is a UML-oriented branching-time temporal
logic, which has the combined power ofACTL andCTL.
Due to the rich set of state propositions and action

∗http://fmt.isti.cnr.it/umc/
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expressions, UCTL is best fitted for the verification
of communicating state machines. With the help of
UCTL, we can verify different properties like liveness
(something good eventually happens), security (nothing
bad can happen) and properties with or without the fairness
restrictions. UCTL uses boxnecessaryand possible
operators from Hennessy-Milner Logic and temporal
operators (like Until, Next, Future, Globally, All, Exists)
from CTL/ACTL. By combining these logics, it can check
the Absence, Existence, Bounded Existence, Universality
and others of anystate and action predicate. UMC is
capable of accepting the properties specified in UCTL [20]
format.

3.2. Architecture of Smart Environments

An architecture of SmE is designed, which is focusing on
the operation flow in SmE system, as shown in Figure1. In
this architecture, the operational flow of SmE is classified
in four layers: goals, actions, decisions and operations.
Goals are the desires of the users which they want to
achieve with the help of SmE. For achieving a certain
goal, users have to perform some specific actions. The
actions can be sensed through sensors, or they can be input
by directly performing the action on the devices, or can
be commanded by using the designed APIs of the SmE
(through various computing devices).

When user perform any action a notification message
(or a set of message) is sent to the control algorithms,
where the concerning requirements related to the safety,
security and reliable behavior of SmE are incorporated.
Control algorithms act as sophisticated bridge between
the input actions and the output operations. Against
each incoming message, the current configuration of
the system and devices is considered, and according to
the incorporated constraints, a decision for the specific
operations (services) is made. Further, on the basis of
these decisions, control algorithms send the commands
to the devices for performing the decided operation.
The devices, according to their current configuration and
internal constraints, perform the specific operations and
acknowledge back about the status of the operation to
the control algorithms (these acknowledgments are also
considered as notifications).

As devices are from different manufacturers and follow
different communication protocols and naming conven-
tions, it is recommended to filter the unnecessary messages
and if needed, convert the concerning messages following
a recognized convention before sending them to control
algorithms. By following this process, the modeling com-
plexities and ambiguities of control algorithms can be
slightly reduced.

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A comprehensive methodology is proposed for the
design and verification of SmE with specific focus on

Figure 1. An architecture of Smart Environments

Figure 2. Step 1: SmE Specification Identification

system security. The methodology entails all the major
components of SmE; users, devices, environment and
control algorithms. It is advisable that for designing the
SmE, the detailed specifications of these components
are listed at requirement gathering phase. The organized
specifications provide a better understandability of the
system (and its related components) through which the
ambiguities during modeling can be sufficiently reduced.
Further, these organized specifications help in designing
the properties related to the verification of reliable
behavior (consisting of safety, security and other major
aspects) of the system. For the behavioral modeling of
each component, the methodology adopts Statecharts. The
methodology provides an nine step process, explained
below:

Step 1:SmE Specification Identification
Requirements gathering and listing in a suitable way is
normally the first step from where any complex project
begins [43]. The same process is adopted for the design of
SmE where the system level specifications are identified.
These are related to the physical components of the system,
their functional behavior (along with their interaction
details) and the overall constraints (e.g. Security, Safety)
for the designed SmE. A graphical view of the activities
carried out in this step is explained in Figure2.

The devices which are used in SmE are of two types:
Controllable and Uncontrollable. Controllable devices can

4 Security Comm. Networks 2012; 00:1–14 c© 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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be divided into two main categories based on their usage:
input and output devices. Input devices are used for taking
the input from the environment, by observing the actions
of the users (e.g. sensors) or with the direct interaction
of the users to the devices (e.g. touch sensors); whereas
the output devices (e.g. actuators) are used for performing
the required operations, they can be self-operating or they
can be attached with some other uncontrollable devices
(e.g. doors, windows and gates) for controlling their
functionalities. As these uncontrollable devices are used
as an interface in the environment but they cannot be
directly controlled through messages, for controlling them
controllable devises are required to associate with them.

For the design of any SmE, it is required to identify the
list of these devices with their positioning details. Also,
the list of services, which are to be accomplished by using
these devices, is created. Each service is associated to some
devices in some relationship and against each service, SmE
perform some certain functionality. At this step, it is also
required to identify these relationships and the desired
functionalities. Then, the overall constraints on the system
are required to be identified so that they can be considered
while modeling the SmE, such as the security constraints
is to close all the entry points (e.g. main door, windows,
rear door) when a smart home goes in “sleep mode” and
the safety constraint is to open all the entry and exit points
in case of fire.

After this step, a clear picture of the SmE will be
obtained. Caution is advised at this stage because reliable,
secure and safe implementation of the system will closely
follow these specifications.

Step 2: Users Modeling
Users play a key role in the operations of SmE. According
to their presence (observed from different sensing devices)
and actions (performed on devices), SmE perform specific
operations. For the identification and modeling of such
requirements, a two steps process is adopted: goal
modeling and behavior modeling. In goal modeling, the
Goals, Actions and Roles of the users which they can
achieve from SmE are described. Goals are the set of
objectives which can be performed/demanded by the users.
For achieving these goals, users have to perform specific
actions. Roles establish a relationship between the user
actions and the environment, which allows the users for
performing specific task according to the environment
configurations. The flow of the task carried out in this step
is shown in Figure3.

The users have complex web of behaviors which
they can adopt during the interaction with the system.
In behavior modeling, the analysis of their all possible
moves are identified and modeled by incorporating their
organized goal information. Among different perspectives,
some of the behavioral aspects, which we considered for
users modeling in this paper, are following:

1. How the users can interact with the system?

2. Which user actions are considerable for the system?

Figure 3. Step 2: Users Modeling

3. Where a user can be positioned after performing an
action?

4. What are the set of possible user behaviors which
they can adopt?

Some other aspects of the users, though not considered
for this paper, are the following: 1) Users identification
2) Actions history of the users 3) Division of users on the
basis of their roles

Stage 3: Devices Modeling
Controlling and commanding the functionalities of
electrical (low cost or smart) devices are main goals of
SmE. These devices are of heterogeneous nature with some
common and distinguish features (such as functionalities,
commands, notification, states and others). The desired
functionality from the relevant devices is accessed by
inputting some specific commands or by interacting with
them depending upon the type of the devices (as mentioned
in Section 3.2). For the sensor, the input is received
by sensing the environment and its output is usually a
notification message; whereas for other devices, the input
can be a command and the output can be a physical
operation. The input and output depend on the category
of the devices; further the devices can be smart by
having some internal constraints. These elements (input,
constraints, output) are required to be gathered, organized
and described at requirement gathering phase.

For the design and verification of complete interaction
among SmE components, it is also required to model the
attached devices at design time. The modeling of these
devices can be performed by adopting interface (black
box) and behavioral (white box) modeling schemes.
Before modeling a device it is first required to collect their
detailed relevant information, which includes the interface
information – the commands (triggers) it may receive, the
associated functionality (operation) it may perform, the
constraints (rules) it has to follow, the states at which it
will be at any time, the notifications which it sends after
the completion of task – and behavioral information – the
acceptance of specific commands on a particular state,
the implementation of constraints, the operations which
may be performed on that state after the satisfaction of
constraints – of the particular devices. A graphical flow of
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Figure 4. Step 3: Devices Modeling

Figure 5. Step 4: Environment Modeling

the task carried out at this step is presented in Figure4.

Step 4: Environment Modeling
In reality, users can observe the environment by seeing the
current states of the concerning devices and accordingly
interact with them for achieving the desired goals. But at
design time, these features can be modeled by adding some
extra computations through environment models. The
environment models can update their configuration when
any action or operation is performed by the concerning
devices. Similarly, the environment model can be capable
of registering the actions, locations and interactions of the
users. At requirement gathering phase, the identification
and listing of these computations, which are considered to
be in the real environment, are required to be described.
These descriptions help for the reliable modeling of the
environment. The concerning features which are required
to be considered for the environment modeling are
graphically represented in Figure5.

Considering the users’ modeling at design time,
it is suggested that the modeling of the environment
component must also be done, as users may observe

Figure 6. Step 5: Control Algorithms Modeling

the environment configurations and accordingly interact
with the system. For this, a mechanism can be designed
which stores the state information of interesting devices
so that the users’ model can observe the environment
configurations at design time. As the devices model states
change, the environment model updates the current state
(of the particular device) with the new values. Similarly,
the users’ interaction with the sensors can be formalized
with the use of environment modeling; the environment
model can also register the activities of the user (so that
the exact location of the users can be identified).

Step 5: Control Algorithms Modeling
Control algorithms aid the computation in the SmE. For
achieving a goal, the user performs an action which is
forwarded to these controlling algorithms in the form
of messages. According to these incoming messages,
the current configuration of the whole system and
the implemented rules, control algorithms make certain
sophisticated decisions and send triggering messages to the
associated devices for performing the required operations.

The desired behavior of SmE (listed in Step 1: SmE
Specification Identification Stage), related to providing the
required services, reliable behavior, security, safety and
other constraints, is achieved through control algorithms.
The control algorithms accomplish the required behavior
by controlling the functionalities of the concerning
devices. For an effective communication, control
algorithms have to use the devices interface information
(which are modeled in step 3: Devices Modeling). A
graphical task flow of this step is given in Figure6.

Stage 6: Temporal Properties Designing
It is important for any complex and critical system
to ensure the successful modeling of all the desired
behavior (related to the safety, security), functionalities
and other constraints is performed. For the verification of
these features, the modeling of the temporal properties
is required so that they can be confirmed at the formal
verification step. During the formal verification, some

6 Security Comm. Networks 2012; 00:1–14 c© 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Step 6: Temporal Properties Designing

properties may likely be ignored due to system complexity.
For reducing the chances of ignoring important properties,
the requirements described so far are used. These
requirements are further formulated by using the syntax
and semantics of temporal logics.

The temporal logics are mostly used for the verification
of the reachability of certain states, satisfaction of
sequence, absence or existence of any predicate (at any
state) and the boundary checking or the universality of
any state or action. By using these features of temporal
logic, the properties can be designed by which the reliable
specified behavior, safety, security and other constrains of
the SmE can be verified. Tasks carried out in this step are
graphically represented in Figure7.

Stage 7: Integrated SmE model
As control algorithms govern all the interaction among
devices (and affect the environment), they receive a lot of
messages (commands or notifications) from the connected
devices. The devices models can send and receive nearly
all possible messages related to their functionalities. But
among these messages, some messages are of interest
for the current system and should be modeled in control
algorithms. The rest of the messages are useless for
the current system, but it’s a good practice that all the
incoming messages must be received. If the modeling
of all possible messages is performed in the control
algorithms, then the size, complexity and ambiguities of
control algorithms grow higher.

For curbing these issues, it is suggested to introduce
a firewall around control algorithms which, at the initial
level, checks the suitability of a received message and
sends forward only those messages which concern the
current system. Similarly, the received messages can have
different parameters; therefore they can also be modified at
this stage if required. This helps in optimizing the control
algorithms: the processing load is reduced and the “lost-
event” errors don’t occur (during model checking) due to
failure of acceptance at receiver’s side.

Figure 8. Step 7: Integrated SmE model

Figure 9. Step 8: Formal verification of SmE Model

Up to this stage, all the prerequisites for the modeling of
SmE process are completed. Now it is required to convert
them into the acceptable language of the model checker
and then combine them so that a complete SmE model
can be prepared. For the translation, the behavior models
of the users, connected devices, environment, control
algorithms, firewall (with messages filter and converter)
are required, along with the proper abstraction and list of
their instances (connected in the SmE). After converting
them the whole integrated SmE model is designed in the
acceptable format of model checker. The task carried out
in this step are graphically presented in Figure8.

Stage 8: Formal verification of SmE Model
The whole integrated SmE model, in the acceptable format
of model checker, designed at Step 7 is sent to the model
checker, and the temporal properties (designed in Step 6)
are verified on the model. On finding any unsatisfactory
property, the SmE model is updated with the required
modifications, and the verification process is repeated
until all the properties are satisfied. The task carried out in
this step are graphically presented in Figure9.

Stage 9: Development Phase
When all the properties are verified, it is implied that
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the SmE model is according to the specification and
will behave reliably, surely and safely under the verified
properties in all scenarios. It is time to safely start the
development and implementation phases.

5. DESIGNED TECHNIQUE

The proposed methodology is implemented by enhancing
our existing technique [16]) by additionally focusing on
users and environment (context) modeling. The technique
employs DogOnt, SCXML, UCTL and UMC as tools and
follows the steps of proposed methodology, as graphically
represented in Figure10. The designed technique works by
adopting the following activities:

1. SmE and its related components requirements are
organized according to the operational flow (as
mentioned in Section3.2 and various Steps of the
proposed methodology);

2. the interface modeling of each connected devices
with their corresponding states, functionalities,
commands, notifications and other related informa-
tion is represented in DogOnt Ontology;

3. the behavior Statechart modeling of users, devices,
control algorithms and the environment is repre-
sented in SCXML semantics;

4. the computation requirements in the form of
properties are formalized by adopting the following
steps:

(a) according to the modeled requirements,
the possible computational properties are
identified;

(b) for designing the properties, the system
configurations (such as the information of all
the associated instances of devices with their
location, states, functionalities, commands,
notifications and others) are queried with the
use of DogOnt;

(c) the Statecharts modeling of the correspond-
ing components are used for querying the
sequences of commands, notifications and
states†;

(d) properties are designed based on above
mentioned information, by using the syntax
and semantics of temporal logic acceptable
by model checker (UCTL in our case);

5. the firewall component (for filtering and converting
the messages) is represented in SCXML semantics;

†Note: The behavioral modeling of the devices, in the form of SCXML, are
consistent with the modeling of DogOnt as their reliable design and consistency
is already verified in our previous work [10].

Figure 10. Designed Technique

6. the behavioral models of the SmE components and
firewall are converted in the acceptable format of
model checker;

7. add required abstractions and the device instances
information queried from DogOnt;

8. the designed properties and the complete SmE
model are passed to the model checker (UMC in our
case), which verifies these properties on the model
and reports about their satisfaction:

(a) in the case of finding unsatisfactory proper-
ties, the corresponding behavioral models are
updated with the required modifications;

(b) the verification process is repeated until all
the properties are satisfied

When all the properties are satisfied, then the system can
be declared as reliable, safe and secure, and will behave
well according to the verified requirements in all scenarios.
As a result, the implementation phase can be started.
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6. SME IN REAL WORLD- A BDSB
SYSTEM

The Bank Door Security Booth System (BDSB) is our real
world example of a SmE system [16], which is extended
with the concept of users’ and environment (context)
modeling. Although BDSB is an initial level small
SmE system, it exhibits a complex behavior due to the
interaction of multiple users with the system and performs
a complex communication between different hardware
(e.g. devices) and software (e.g. control algorithms)
components according to user interaction. A graphical
layout of the BDSB environment is presented in Figure11.

The BDSB is designed in such a way that multiple
users can interact with the system; ideally, the security and
safety measures of the BDSB system should never fail.
The system is composed of two electronically controlled
doors, located outside (known as external door (DExt))
and inside the bank (known as inner door (DInner)). For
electronically controlling a door, actuators are installed.
DExt and DInner are controlled by DAExt and DAInner
door actuators respectively.

There is an isolated space between both doors, where
users have to wait so that the opened door is closed first and
then the other door may be opened. The user request for
door opening is only possible through touch sensors (TS),
which are installed near each side of each door. The Touch
sensor attached outside the DExt is called T1, and the one
attached within the isolated space is called T2. Similarly,
the touch sensor attached to the DInner from within the
isolated side is called T3 and the one attached from inside
of the bank is called T4.

The Door sensors (DSExt and DSInner) are used for
querying the status (whether it is open, close or in moving
states) of the door; DSExt is attached with DExt and
DSInner is attached with DInner. Similarly, two obstacle
detection sensors are used for reopening the door when it
is in closing state and any object (e.g. person) is held in
between the closing path of the door, ODSExt is attached
with DExt and OSDInner is attached with DInner. A
control algorithm, known as Door Lock Control (DLC),
manages all the communication and functionalities of these
devices in a safe and secure way.

The design details, by following the proposed
methodology and the imposed constraints on BDSB, is
given below:

Step 1:SmE Specification Identification
The design specifications, the internal constraints and
desired behavior of the BDSB systems are given bellow:

Design Specification

1. two doors (external and internal) are used for
ensuring the security measures from the harmful
access (direct access should not be possible) to the
bank;

2. there is an isolated space between external and
internal doors;

Figure 11. Bank Door Security Booth System

3. doors can be controlled from the outside and inside
of the isolated space through the associated touch
sensors installed at each side of the door (by sending
the door-open request), so that the people can cross
the door without being stuck;

Internal constraints and desired behavior

1. doors will remain open for a fixed time after
opening and before closing so that the users can
cross;

2. when one door is in the process of opening-
and-closing and the same door-open request from
the associated TS arrives, BDSB checks the state
at which the request is received and accordingly
performs the following action:

(a) if the same door-open request arrives when
the door is in the opening process, BDSB just
holds this request and will not open the door
again;

(b) if the same door-open request arrives when
the door is in the closing process, BDSB will
re-open the door;

3. if one door is in the opening-and-closing process
and the door-open request from the other door
arrives, the BDSB will hold the request and wait
for the closing of other door. As soon the other door
will be closed, BDSB will open the requested door.

Step 2: Users Modeling
The following is the list of users’ activities, behaviors and
observations which are considered for the users’ modeling
in BDSB system:

1. user can access and return from the bank by
crossing the doors;

2. users can press the associated touch sensors (at each
side of the door) for opening the doors;

3. users can press touch sensors more than one time;
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top

notMoving

close

open/

timedOn(waitValue);

en.stateChanged(opening,self)

open

close/

timedOn(waitValue);
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isMoving

opening

timedOn(timeToOff)/

delay(waitValue)

delay(timeToDelay)/
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en.stateChanged(close,self)

Figure 12. Statechart modeling of Door Actuator (obtained by
using UMC model checker)

4. users observe the states of the doors and when a
door is found open, they can act in following ways:

(a) they may cross the door;

(b) their mind may change and they stay there
without crossing the door;

(c) they cross the door, but sooner their mind may
change and they cross-back and come to their
previous location.

5. users can change their mind from the isolated space
and exit from there without entering into the bank;
similarly they can re-enter in the bank without
exiting.

Step 3: Devices Modeling
Touch sensors, door actuators, door sensors and obstacle
detection sensors are used as controllable devices in
BDSB. The modeling of each device is performed
according to the activities specified in the methodology
(from requirement gathering to their behavioral modeling);
such as the door actuator component of BDSB system
is described to have open-close functionality by which it
provides force to open or close the door. The door actuator,
at any specific time, can be in moving (opening-closing)
or in non-moving (open-close) state. For activating the
desired functionality, it accepts open or close command
and, accordingly, performs its operation. It can also send
the notification back after the state has changed. The
behavioral modeling of door actuator, in Statechart format,
is represented in Figure12.

Step 4: Environment Modeling
The users can view the states of the door, whether it is
in open, close, opening or closing state; and accordingly
perform some actions (e.g. cross the door, press the
corresponding touch sensor). For designing such a real
environment, an environment model is designed by having
the ability to update it’s configuration as soon as the
doors change their states (taking advantage from State-
Change-Notification message). Through this the users can
have the latest configuration of the environment and can
behave accordingly. Similarly, for knowing the proper
location of users and accordingly providing access to

the relevant devices, environment model registers the
actions of the users. Additionally, the interaction with the
obstacle detecting sensors can also be made through the
environment modeling. All these features are modeled with
the help of parallel Statechart formalisms.

Step 5: Control Algorithms Modeling
Door Lock Control (DLC) is an intelligent component
of a BDSB system. It takes inputs from Touch Sensors
(TS), Door Sensors (DS) and obstacle detection sensors
(ODS), and according to the designed requirements,
instructs the Door Actuators for opening/closing the
doors. All the computation requirements (mentioned in
SmE Specification Identification Stage) are achieved
through DLC. For achieving the desired computational
requirements (what to do when the door-open request
arrives? when the requested door will be opened? when to
send the acknowledgment?), different guards (constraints)
are designed with the use of relational and logical
operators. These guards work on the basis of incoming
messages and the variable values.

Step 6: Temporal Properties
As mentioned, the requirements related to the reliable
behavior of BDSB along with the safety, security and
other constraints are formalized by using the syntax
and semantics of UCTL temporal logic. The detailed
description of these requirements with designed properties
are given in Section7: one of the requirements of BDSB
system (in UCTL format) is that the external door will be
opened when the user releases any touch sensor associated
at each side of the external door. The touch sensor
associated with the external door from the isolated space
can only be accessed when user crosses the external door;
therefore the first part of the property ensures that one user
has crossed the door, now the door-open request of both
sensor can arrive. The next path of the property is related
to that scenario that the extDoorOpened request will not
arrive until the associated touch sensors are pressed.

EF{extDoorCrossed}

A
[

> {¬extDoorOpened}U{T1ReleaseorT2Release} >
]

Stage 7: Integrated SmE model
The firewall is added so that the all the messages can be
received and only the useful messages and notifications can
be passed. Then, along with the firewall component, the
individual behavior model of users, devices, environment
and control algorithm are converted into the acceptable
format of UMC. Further, the abstractions and instances
information is added for completing the holistic integrated
BDSB model.

Step 8: Formal Verification
All the temporal properties, included the one mentioned
above, are verified on the BDSB model and the satisfactory
results are obtained, confirming the successful exhaustive
verification of our tested SmE, with the explicit focus on
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safety and security requirements. The results are discussed
in the following section.

7. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

In this Section, the requirements related to the safety,
security and reliable behavior of BDSB and its related
components are formalized according to the categories
(users’ behavior modeling, users and their interaction
modeling with the devices, device modeling, devices
interaction and their control modeling and context
modeling) defined in Section2, by considering the
message exchange behavior of BDSB and its components.
These properties are then specified in UCTL format. All
the properties are individually verified on BDSB model.
The abstracted evolution graph (generated by UMC) of
BDSB model consists of 2,79,119 states with the depth
at 30 levels. The time taken for verifying each property
was usually less than a minute in the on-line version of
UMC. In Table II , the reference of these properties is
given with their evaluation time, the number of states and
computations fragments generated for evaluating them.
During the verification process at first stage, it was found
that the designed model did not satisfy all the properties.
UMC provides an error trace tree through which the errors
have been located and the model was updated by fixing
the bugs. The verification process has been repeated until
all the properties were proven TRUE against the BDSB
model.

Properties related to Users behavior

The user modeling is performed according to the
specifications; all the users can enter the bank by crossing
the external door, the isolated space and the internal door.
It is also possible that users may change their mind and
stay out without crossing the external door. Therefore, path
’Existence’ quantifier is used in the property instead of
’All’ quantifier for the verification. Similarly, users’ mind
may change and they may go back from the isolated space
without crossing the internal door. For verifying that users
can access the places, the following set of state properties
(by using state abstraction) is formalized.

P1) EF(u1AtOutsideTheBank)

P2) EF(u1AtIssolatedSpace)

P3) EF(u1AtInnerSideOfTheBank)

P4) EF{extDoorCrossed}>

P5) EF{extDoorCrossed}>

Properties related to actions performed by the
Users

For achieving any goal, users have to perform some action.
To know that users can press and release the respective
touch sensors, the following set of properties is formalized.

Although all the users can access the outside touch sensor
of external door, the other sensors (T2 and T3) can only
be accessed when the user has crossed the external door,
whereas T4 can only be accessed when user has also
crossed the inner door. Therefore, ’Existence’ quantifier is
used with the properties of other touch sensors.

P6) AF{T1Release}>

P7) EF{T2Release}>

P8) EF{T3Release}>

P9) EF{T4Release}>

Properties related to Users and Device
Interaction

The external door will be opened when the user releases
any touch sensor associated at each side of the door. Same
will happen with the inner door. The following set of
properties is used to verify such type of users’ interaction
with the devices.

P10) A
[

> {¬extDoorOpened}U{T1Release} >
]

P11) EF{extDoorCrossed}

E
[

> {¬extDoorOpened}U{T2Release} >
]

P12) EF{extDoorCrossed}

A[> {¬extDoorOpened}

U{T1ReleaseorT2Release} >]

P13) EF{innerDoorCrossed}

E
[

> {¬innerDoorOpened}U{T3Release} >
]

P14) EF{innerDoorCrossed}

E
[

> {¬innerDoorOpened}U{T4Release} >
]

P15) EF{innerDoorCrossed}

A[> {¬innerDoorOpened}

U{T3ReleaseorT4Release} >]

Properties related to Safety Constraints

One of the safety constraints is to ensure no user is stuck
inside the isolated space. In any case, the user may exit
the space by either entering inside the bank of exiting out.
The following set of properties is used to verify this type
of safety constraints.

P16) AF{T1Release}AF{DoorResponse(open,DAExt)}>

P17) EF{T2Release}AF{DoorResponse(open,DAExt)}>

P18) EF{T3Release}AF{DoorResponse(open,DAInner)}>

P19) EF{T4Release}AF{DoorResponse(open,DAInner)}>
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Table II. The properties with their evaluation details

Property Evaluation Time (in Sec.) States Generated Computations Fragments Generated

P1 < 1 ms 2 2
P2 < 1 ms 63 110
P3 0.33 3778 7461
P4 < 1 ms 62 52
P5 0.48 3791 3826
P6 < 1 ms 2 2
P7 0.03 389 593
P8 0.03 388 384
P9 0.50 3940 4310
P10 < 1 ms 2 2
P11 0.02 286 310
P12 0.51 4310 5511
P13 6.91 77397 81725
P14 0.50 3936 3993
P15 0.74 6252 6782
P16 < 1 ms 37 63
P17 0.26 2770 3039
P18 0.26 2770 2976
P19 6.76 77083 80043
P20 0.08 821 1005
P21 0.83 6935 7966
P22 0.07 819 819
P23 0.14 1388 2169
P24 0.52 4117 4281
P25 0.74 6252 6782

Properties related to individual Devices

When the command for opening the door is passed to any
door actuator, it will open the respective door as a result.
These properties are used to verify the functionalities of the
door actuators that, when they receive the open command,
after opening the door, they will also close it.

P20) AF{OpenExtDoor}

AF{DoorResponse(close,DAExt)}>

P21) EF{OpenInnerDoor}

AF{DoorResponse(close,DAInner)}>

Properties related to Security Constraints

Ideally, both of the doors should not be opened at a same
time, the open door must be closed first and then the other
requested door will be opened.

P22) A[> {¬DoorResponse(open,DAInner)}

U{DoorResponse(close,DAExt)} >]

P23) EF{extDoorCrossed}

A[> {¬DoorResponse(open,DAInner)}

U{DoorResponse(close,DAExt)} >]

P24) EF{innerDoorCrossed}

A[> {¬DoorResponse(open,DAExt)}

U{DoorResponse(close,DAInner)} >]

Properties related to Context Awareness

The users can access the touch sensors only when they are
at a proper location. When users are inside the bank, they
can come out from the bank by pressing the touch sensor
attached at the inner side of the bank.

P25) EF{innerDoorCrossed}

A[> {¬innerDoorCrossed}U{T4Release} >]

8. DISCUSSION

The TableII shows the temporal values of verification of
various tested properties. The average time for verifying all
the 25 properties is 0.79 sec., with the standard deviation
1.83. As a general rule, the superficial properties (for
which the on-the-fly model checker didn’t have to go
deeper inside the system for verification and a smaller
number of states are generated) are verified in relatively
lesser time, such as P1, P2, P4, P6, P10 and P16 (takes
less than 1 millisecond (< 1 ms)). Whereas the complex
properties (for which the on-the-fly model checker had to
go deeper inside the system for verification and a larger
number of states are generated) are verified using more
time, such as P13 and P19.
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9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed design time verification methodology, aided
by user behavior modeling, device modeling, environmen-
t/context modeling, control algorithm modeling, and their
interaction modeling, has demonstrated successful results
for verifying the correctness, reliability, safety, security
and desired behavior of SmE systems. The methodology
proceeds sequentially from requirement listing to mod-
eling and formal verification. The probability of missing
any properties has been efficiently controlled by require-
ment listing. The methodology is implemented through the
designed technique and implemented on a small but not so
simple real life SmE system. The first run of verification
process did not achieve all the properties as satisfactory
against the model. After appropriate modifications to the
model, it was then proven to conform to design require-
ments. This verified model can be used safely at the
implementation phase. In our future work, we envisage
to achieve the implementation of proposed methodology
at a grand scale, exposing it to the challenges of large
scale execution. Also, the other aspects of user modeling,
not included in this paper, may be incorporated for future
works.
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